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NOTES ON THIS GUIDEBOOK

This guidebook is a compilation of rule based trading strategies which have proven to work over
a number of years.

I have chosen to include these 3 particular strategies as they are favourites of my students.
Note that they are listed in no particular order.

These strategies can be either traded manually or programmed and traded automatically with
capable software such as MultiCharts.

A trading strategy is just 1 piece of the trading puzzle.  You should always trade with correct
position sizing and portfolio diversification.

And of course always monitor each strategy as they can start to underperform or even stop
working altogether.

To learn more about the above aspects, check out some of my other material or get everything
in one place at my trading course.

I hope you find this guidebook useful.  I have created it as a document I wish I had access to
years ago when I started trading and looking for profitable strategies.

Jarrod

DISCLAIMER

I am not a financial advisor and I am not offering you financial advice. I am not regulated in any way. The
purpose of the content I provide is for educational purposes only.

Any information you receive is based on my own knowledge and experience in the financial markets and
how you act on the information provided is your own responsibility.

I cannot be held responsible for any losses you may incur as a result of ideas taken from my content
provided.



GUIDEBOOK STRATEGY 1

How to Trade EUR/USD Using a Simple Outside Daily
Bar Setup

INTRODUCTION:

In this document you will find the written rules and some back test results from a simple outside
bar strategy for EUR / USD Forex pair.

A simple strategy with a win rate of 88%!

THE IDEA:

I came across this simple entry in the book “Long - Term Secrets to Short - Term Trading” by
Larry Williams.  A set up which he wrote about back in 1999.  The example he gave was
actually on the US Dollar Currency.

I thought it would be nice to test the idea on EUR / USD Forex pair to see how it performed.  I
added an equally simple exit and stop loss to complete the strategy.

I’ll show the performance report including the Equity curve, Total Trade Analysis and Annual
performance.

The strategy is tested using 10 years of data from January 2010 until December 2019, decades
after Larry first published the idea.

I have used Multicharts.  It’s the trading and development software of my choice and used data
provided by Oanda.

Watch the video demonstrating this strategy HERE

STRATEGY RULES:

IMPORTANT:  You should set your timezone on the charts to EST / New York time, with 5 daily
bars per week.

https://youtu.be/lrKWUeBc14s


ENTRY RULES:

LONG / BUY TRADE: - (Also see days of the week below)

1. Look at the Daily chart at 17:00 EST when the bar is completed.

2. Looking at Daily charts we want to see an Outside Bar (the high is greater than the high
of the previous day and the low is less than the low of the previous day).

3. We also need to see the close of the Outside bar less than the low of the previous day.

4. If the above conditions are met we enter a Long trade at the open of the next bar.
Depending on your broker, this will be immediately or up to 15 minutes later (17:15).
However if the setup bar was on a Friday, the Buy order would be placed on the opening
bar Sunday.

5. Place a Stop Loss 200 pips away from your entry price.

EXIT RULES:

Simple exit.  Simple often works best!

You will exit the trade in 1 of 2 ways.

The most common exit will be in profit.

1. Once in a trade check the close of the next daily bar (17:00 EST).  If you are in profit
then exit at the open of the next bar.  Depending on your broker, this will be immediately
or up to 15 minutes later (17:15).  However if the close was on a Friday, then take profit
at the opening bar on Sunday.  But if you are not in profit then leave the trade open.

2. Or your Stop Loss is hit, you take a loss and you wait for a new trade.



LONG TRADE EXAMPLE:

PERFORMANCE: The tests have been done trading a fixed 1 full lot or 100,000 units of EUR /
USD.

The above image shows the equity curve (how your account would have grown) over the years
2010 - 2020.



The above image shows the Total Trade Analysis.

The above image shows the Annual Period Analysis.  Just 1 losing year and notice some recent
years every trade taken was a winner!



CONCLUSION:

I was impressed with this simple setup.  Even more impressed as it’s still working years after
Larry published it.

It goes to show that a simple 1 bar setup can provide consistent profits over a long period of
time.

Take the information I have provided you and trade at your own discretion.

I recommend trading this strategy in combination with other proven strategies to smoothen out
your equity returns.

Don’t risk more than 1 - 2% of your account value on any one trade.

FURTHER READING:

For more articles, videos and strategies please visit my website at
www.thetransparenttrader.com

For Strategy 2 keep scrolling.

http://www.thetransparenttrader.com


GUIDEBOOK STRATEGY 2

How to Trade USD/JPY Using a Simple Kangaroo Tail
Breakout Pattern

INTRODUCTION:

The Kangaroo Tail Breakout strategy is a really simple “set and forget” day trading strategy
which anybody can use.

The strategy is purely mechanical and quantifiable.  With just 2 rules to enter trades it makes
placing trades extremely simple.

I got the name “Kangaroo Tail” from an old mentor of mine Dr. Alexander Elder.  He gave the
name to a chart pattern for identifying reversals.

I don’t use it as he intended.  Instead I put my spin on it and found it very successful for
making money trading USD/JPY Forex pair.

The results you see are from testing almost 13 years of price data for USD/JPY provided by
Oanda. The period tested is from January 2008 through to September 2020,  currently all the
data I have.

I have used Multicharts.  It’s the trading software of my choice and I have coded the rules to the
strategy to provide the back test results.

At the end of this document I will also show you a very worthwhile improvement to the
basic strategy.

Watch the video demonstrating this strategy HERE

STRATEGY RULES:

We will be looking at Daily charts for this strategy.

IMPORTANT:  You should set your time zone on the charts to EST / New York time and should
be looking at charts which have 5 daily bars per week (not charts which have a small Sunday
bar too).

https://youtu.be/dcxx90MUhcs


KANGAROO TAIL PATTERN:

The above chart shows a number of both buy and short sell setups. The arrows point to the
Kangaroo Tail bars.

To identify a Kangaroo Tail there needs to be 3 price bars.  The Kangaroo tail bar is the 2nd or
middle bar of the 3.



LONG / BUY KANGAROO SETUP:

Notice the 3 daily bars labeled on the image above.

Bar number 2 is the Kangaroo Tail bar because the LOW is lower than both the bars to
the right and left of it (Bars 1 & 3).

Once bar 3 has completed you can identify the Kangaroo Tail bar.  Now it’s time to place the
order to trade.

ENTRY RULES:

1. Place a BUY STOP order at the HIGH of bar 3 (see image above)
2. Place STOP LOSS at the LOW of bar 3.

EXIT RULES:

1. Once in the trade exit your trade at the end of the day / session.  This means trades last
less than 24 hours.

It’s that simple.  Very easy to see on the charts too.



SHORT SELL KANGAROO SETUP:

The image above shows a SHORT SELL trade.

It is simply the opposite rules of BUYING.

ENTRY RULES:

1. Place a SELL STOP order at the LOW of bar 3 (see image above)
2. Place STOP LOSS at the HIGH of bar 3.

EXIT RULES:

1. Once in the trade exit your trade at the end of the day / session.  This means trades last
less than 24 hours.



PERFORMANCE:

The tests have been done trading a fixed 1 full lot or 100,000 units of USD/JPY.

The above image shows the equity curve (how your account would have grown) over the years
testing the strategy 2008 - 2020.

Pretty nice!



The above image shows the amount of money made by the strategy each year.  Only 2 losing
years.

Combine this strategy with a few other strategies (which I recommend you do for diversification)
and you should see some pretty regular profits.



The next report in the image above shows the trades in more detail.  I want you to pay attention
to the Avg Trade (Win Loss) figure of 4430.81

This means that on average for every trade taken it is worth 4430.81 Yen or equivalent to 4.4
pips of profit.

This figure is actually quite low.  The test does not include any commissions, spreads or
slippage.

Ideally this Avg Trade number should be higher.

This is where I would like to show you an improvement.

MODIFICATIONS TO THE RULES:

A good way to improve this strategy is to filter out some of the worse trades.

LONG / BUY FILTER

In addition to the regular setup we should add the following filters:

● Do NOT take a long trade if the CLOSE of Bar 3 is above the CLOSE of Bar 2 by more
than 0.5%

Here’s an example:

● Closing price of Bar 3 = 105.906
● Closing price of Bar 2 = 105.365

We don’t take the trade if the close of Bar 3 has increased more than 0.5% compared to the
closing price of Bar 2

● Price increase 105.906 - 105.365 = 0.541 pips
● % Increase 0.541 / 105.365 * 100 = 0.51 %

So the closing price of Bar 3 had increased by 0.51 % meaning we would NOT take this trade.

It’s a little tedious to work this out but the improvement to performance is worth it.  (Because I
use trading software all this is done automatically as in the test)



There’s 1 more improvement to this strategy too.  This is very simple.

● Do NOT take any trades Long or Short if it is a Friday

That's it.  Simple!

SHORT SELL FILTER

In addition to the regular setup we should add the following filters:

● Do NOT take a short trade if the CLOSE of Bar 3 is below the CLOSE of Bar 2 by more
than 0.5%

This is just the opposite of the rule for Long trades.

And don’t take the trade if it’s a Friday.

IMPROVED PERFORMANCE:

Above shows the equity curve of the strategy using the modifications to improve the
performance.  Very similar to the previous one.



Above shows the Annual Analysis, again similar to previous performance.  Just 2 losing years.

Above shows the Total Trade Analysis.  Notice now how the Avg Trade (Win loss) value has
pretty much doubled by using the modifications to the rules. Well worth it!



CONCLUSION:

I have shown you a simple strategy with a few simple rules.  Some of the best trading strategies
are surprisingly quite simple.

I recommend trading this strategy in combination with other proven strategies to smoothen out
your equity returns.

Don’t risk more than 1 - 2% of your account value on any one trade.

FURTHER READING:

For more articles, videos and strategies please visit my website at
www.thetransparenttrader.com

For Strategy 3 keep scrolling.

http://www.thetransparenttrader.com


GUIDEBOOK STRATEGY 3

How to Trade USD/JPY Using a (two) Hourly Breakout

INTRODUCTION:

In this PDF document I am going to outline the rules in detail of the final strategy which I
developed.

I’ll show the performance report including the equity curve and annual performance.

As outlined in the video linked below, I developed the strategy on 9 years of data starting
January 2008 - December 2016.

We then looked at some “out of sample” data from January 2016 - December 2018 which was
not used in the development to see how the strategy continued to perform.

I have used Multicharts.  It’s the trading and development software of my choice and used data
provided by Oanda.

The strategy is designed specifically for USD/JPY Forex pair.

Access the video series in which I first developed this strategy HERE

STRATEGY RULES:

IMPORTANT:  You should set your time zone on the charts to EST / New York time.

ENTRY RULES:

We look for trades only between 21:30 and 23:30.  If a breakout occurs before or after this time
window we don’t take the trade.

LONG / BUY TRADE:

1. First look at the daily bar of the previous session and only take a long trade if the session
closed higher than it opened - it was a white candle.

2. Then a few hours later at 21:30 look for the highest price of the session so far.  The
session starts at 17:00 so at 21:30 look back at the previous 4.5 hours and use the
highest price.

https://youtu.be/j_UkjbJ48-o


3. Place a Buy Stop order at that highest session price.

4. Place a Stop Loss 150 pips away from your entry.

SHORT SELL TRADE:

1. First look at the daily bar of the previous session and only take a short trade if the
session closed lower than it opened - it was a black candle.

2. Then a few hours later at 21:30 look for the lowest price of the session so far.  The
session starts at 17:00 so at 21:30 look back at the previous 4.5 hours and use the
lowest price.

3. Place a SellShort Stop order at that lowest session price.

4. Place a Stop Loss 150 pips away from your entry.

EXIT RULES:

Simple exits often work the best!

Whether Long or Short exit the trade at the end of the session.  I like to exit around 16:50 (about
10 minutes before the session end).

You will also have a 150 pip stop loss as an exit if the trade goes too far against you.



LONG TRADE EXAMPLE:

Note: this chart uses 15 minute bars

PERFORMANCE:

The tests have been done trading a fixed 1 full lot or 100,000 units of USD/JPY.



The above image shows the equity curve (how your account would have grown) over the years
2008 - 2018 testing the strategy including the out of sample 2 years.

Pretty nice!

The above image shows the amount of money made by the strategy each year.  No losing
years!



Combine this strategy with a few other strategies (which I recommend you do for diversification)
and you should see some pretty regular profits.

CONCLUSION:

I have shown you the rules of a strategy which I developed from scratch.  I use a methodical
step by step development process which can produce some pretty nice strategies as seen with
this one.

I recommend trading this strategy in combination with other proven strategies to smoothen out
your equity returns.

Don’t risk more than 1 - 2% of your account value on any one trade.

FURTHER READING:

For more articles and videos please visit my website at www.thetransparenttrader.com

WRAPPING UP THIS STRATEGY GUIDEBOOK

I hope you can get use out of the 3 strategy ideas I have presented to you in this guidebook.

I always encourage testing everything for yourself and even coming up with your own
modifications which might further improve performance still.

Trade everything with correct position sizing and risk management.

More information about the correct way to trade strategies to maximise profits and
minimise risk including other strategy examples check out my trading course HERE

Watch my YouTube channel for regular new videos including strategy ideas.

Useful Links:

Website: www.thetransparenttrader.com

YouTube Channel: www.youtube.com/channel/

Trading Courses: www.thetransparenttrader.com/courses-sales/

http://www.thetransparenttrader.com
https://www.thetransparenttrader.com/sales-page-rcp-1/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC8LeeTVxfYVC57snbZUiviA
http://www.thetransparenttrader.com
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC8LeeTVxfYVC57snbZUiviA
https://www.thetransparenttrader.com/courses-sales/

